Could This Be a Timely Bondi Rescue by EJ?

Lifesavers come in all forms and EJ is no exception when it comes to replacing decrepit manhole covers like this one along iconic Bondi Beach in Sydney. The fact is, EJ could come to the rescue with the REVOLUTION® Elevated Access Assembly, perfect for raised access points like this salty old boy at Bondi.

The cover pivots away from the hole opening, eliminating the need for manually raising or lowering the cover. It rotates in either direction on a cast-in stainless steel rod that ensures it remains attached to the frame. No special tools are required to open and close.

The light weight cover (light traffic only) glides to the side, remaining fixed to the frame. Operators no longer need to risk injury by awkwardly hoisting heavy covers when opening or closing the unit and its surface is also slip-proofed.

It’s also a water-resistant cover that features a 6.35mm round neoprene gasket is secured to prevent roll out and to control odour. For security, the REVOLUTION® is vandal proof with its Eon Lock®. For added protection, the cover also has an integrated hole for an optional padlock.

There are also some options that local councils may consider including special lettering and custom logos or emblems. When placing an order, simply specify what customised feature you require. We’ll show you proofs and proceed once you’ve approved the design.

But right now, Bondi, you need EJ. In fact, any elevated cover site should consider this ingenious cover. For details and specs, please talk to your nearest EJ branch or call 07 3216 5000.

A possible before and after for Bondi.